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The Cowboy Recreation and Nature Trail is a multi-purpose trail with an abundance of
amenities. However, even with great features, the trail is an underutilized asset for the state of
Nebraska and the Midwest region. Budget cuts and the lack of regional and local momentum
has caused the trail to become devalued.

The grain elevator has long been an icon, adored and beloved by the Midwesterners
for centuries. The silos have inherent qualities that foster appreciation and respect. These
characteristics are rooted in its stature and materiality. In order to remedy the suffering of the
Cowboy Trail, a study into why grain elevators possess these inherent qualities is necessary. This
research document will analyze the grain elevator, as a precedent, in order to explore ways the
Cowboy Trail can increase rider satisfaction and enthusiasm.

Fig. 1. An old wooden grain elevator, located in Dickens, NE, lays dormant in the Nebraska landscape.
1

Adapted from < Dickens, Nebraska Old Wood Grain Elevator, Gary A. Rich, January 1, 2012, Flickr >
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Gary A. Rich, “Nebraska Grain Elevators,” Flickr, 2012, https://www.flickr.com/photos/photographernikon/21412144869/in/

album-72157657566309858/.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction

upon a living fossil that has given much wealth and purpose to the territory. There is an inherent
affinity between Midwesterners and the grain elevators that populate their cities and towns. This
admiration is not taken lightly and will forever be engrained in the fabric that is the Midwest.

Midwesterners take great pride in their traditions and foundations. The Midwest is a
dynamic region with a variety of vocations. One of the most significant professions in this region
is agronomy. Agronomy is a branch of agriculture that is associated with the science and
technology of using plant material for food and fuel.2 The art of agronomy is a respectful and
intriguing business. However, being from architecture, the spaces and structures that surround
agronomy are more fascinating. One of the most compelling structures is the grain elevator.

Grain elevators have been the static symbol of fortitude and prosperity for the Midwest
region since the 1870s with the emergence of the transcontinental railroad.3 The transcontinental
railroad was established to become an essential artery for the country, made to transport goods
coast-to-coast. The increasing population in the early 1900s quickly became a problem for the
wheat belt farmers forced to feed not just their county, but the entire country as well.4 Wooden
grain elevators began to saturate the railroad system, allowing farmers to seamlessly transition
grain onto the railcars to be transported.5 The hard working farmers eventually needed more
grain storage, because the wooden grain elevators started to metaphorically and physically
fall apart. With newly acquired knowledge from Frank Peavey’s concrete silo prototype,
constructed in 1899, engineers within the region began to erect concrete grain elevators.6
The new concrete grain silos took the place of the obsolete wooden and brick elevators. In
the decades to come, these concrete grain elevators exceeded the farmers’ expectations in
terms of grain storage capacity. Concrete eventually became the primary building material
for grain storage containers.7 These modern grain silos instantly became a regional symbol of
technological advancement and financial stability. Sighting a grain elevator means to gaze
2

“About Agronomy,” American Society of Agronomy, 2020, https://www.agronomy.org/about-agronomy.

3

Linda Laird, The American Grain Elevator: Function & Form (Hutchinson, KS: Grain Elevator Press, 2012), 8.
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Ibid., 25
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Ibid., 91

Fig. 2. A grain elevator, located in Enders, NE, resting in the Midwestern landscape.
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Gary A. Rich, “Nebraska Grain Elevators,” Flickr, 2012, https://www.flickr.com/photos/photographernikon/21412144869/in/

album-72157657566309858/.
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8

Adapted from < Enders, Nebraska Concrete Grain Elevator, Gary A. Rich, January 5, 2012, Flickr >
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Midwesterners possess a long and storied connection with the railroad and its grain
elevators. The relationship between Nebraskans and grain silos creates an unbreakable
appreciation that is rooted in tradition and history. That same relationship and admiration should
be fostered between Midwesterners and the Cowboy Trail. The Cowboy Trail, like the grain
elevator, is a product of agrarian ingenuity. Both have roots in the railroad which has allowed
the Midwest to prosper and flourish. The Cowboy Trail, in conjunction with the grain elevator, is
also fully integrated into its surrounding context. The grain elevator has become a vertical mass
that commands the desolate landscape, whilst the Cowboy Trail has become the horizontal veil
that lives in unison with the prairies. Both are undeniably
connected to this regional landscape. The Cowboy
Trail deserves the recognition and support of the region,
just like the grain elevators do. This research document
will analyze the grain elevator, as a precedent, in order
to explore ways the Cowboy Trail can increase rider
Fig. 3. The Cowboy Trail displays segments of the Nebraska landscape, including the Sandhills.
9

Adapted from < Alexander Duryea, March 4, 2020, Unpublished photo >

satisfaction and enthusiasm.

As the Midwest modernized, certain cultural aspects got left behind. One of these
forgotten features is known as the Cowboy Trail. The Cowboy Recreation and Nature Trail is a
Nebraska Game and Parks Commission project located in northern Nebraska. The once active
rail line, known as the “Cowboy Line”, was established in the late 1870s to transport goods from
one end of the state to the other.10 Converted into a trail in 1993, the Cowboy Trail is a multipurpose pathway suitable for hiking, bicycling, and horseback riding.11 Unfortunately, even
with these useful amenities, the trail is underutilized. It doesn’t receive the local or statewide
support needed to be considered a top recreational excursion.12 Not only is the Cowboy Trail
underappreciated, but it is also suffering. Budget cuts and flooding have begun to take a toll,
resulting in a deteriorating, undervalued asset for the state of Nebraska.13
9

Alexander Duryea, Unpublished photo, March 4, 2020.

10

“About the Cowboy Trail,” The Cowboy Trail of Nebraska, 2020, https://bikecowboytrail.com/.
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“Cowboy Trail,” Nebraska Game and Parks Commission, 2020, http://outdoornebraska.gov/cowboytrail/.
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Alexander Duryea (Recreational Trails Manager and Manager of the Cowboy Trail), interviewed by Nathan Gradoville,

Nebraska Game and Parks, March 6, 2020.
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Fig. 4. This grain elevator, located in McCook, NE, towers over all the structures within the town.
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Adapted from < McCook, Nebraska Concrete Grain Elevator, Gary A. Rich, March 5, 2012, Flickr

>

“Flood fixes for Nebraska’s Cowboy Trail are estimated to top $7.7 million, may take 1-2 years,” Omaha World-Herald,

December 2, 2019, https://www.omaha.com/news/state_and_regional/flood-fixes-for-nebraska-s-cowboy-trail-are-estimated-to/article_
cf9d336c-5c8f-54b8-a4e4-c7283198536a.html.
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Gary A. Rich, “Nebraska Grain Elevators,” Flickr, 2012, https://www.flickr.com/photos/photographernikon/21412144869/in/
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Chapter 2:
The Grain Elevator

they are sophisticated volumes that use gravity to their advantage.

Although the verticality of the grain elevator is primarily for functional purposes, the visual
prominence of the concrete silos cannot be over looked. The physical description of a grain
elevator is nothing short of monumental in scale and personality. The shear height of a concrete
silo has fostered labels, such has cathedral and sentinel, which assumes it is constructed for a

2.1 Verticality
The grain elevator possess multiple features which allows it to become a symbol of the
Midwest region. The components have been engrained into the system and form of the silo.
These inherent qualities amplify the adoration Midwesterners have with grain elevators. The first
grain elevator characteristic that will be investigated is the most obvious of the list; verticality.
The vertical nature of grain elevators, though aesthetically prominent, is rooted in functionality.

different purpose.21 However, if a grain elevator was unrealistically located within a downtown
city block; its vertical stature would become overshadowed by adjacent office buildings with
similar height and proportions. The reason grain elevators are known for their towering presence
is the context in which they are situated. The prairies of the Midwest are a continuous datum that
flow closely along the horizon, becoming utterly and entirely flat. The interjection of a hundred

Joseph Dart, the patriarch of vertical grain storage, designed and created the first wooden
grain elevator out of necessity in Buffalo, NY in 1842.15 An increased supply and demand
emerged from the grain market, pressing for more efficient grain shipping. Prior to Dart’s
invention, loading a barge with grain filled bags would take seven days on average.16 It was
apparent that an evolution was essential in terms of grain storing and processing. The vertical
grain storage facilities proved to be more efficient then horizontal grain storage methods.
The previous seven day loading excursion quickly became a morning’s worth of work for the
mechanized grain elevator system.17 This invention was ground-breaking, because of how gravity
worked inside the elevator. The tall, slender form of the silo created a funnel that projected
grain from the bottom of the bin onto the barge. The wooden grain elevator system was later
adapted and perfected by Frank Peavey when he created the first concrete grain elevator
prototype in 1899.18 The modern concrete grain elevator allowed for taller, narrower silos able to
hold 30,000 bushels of grain.19 Yearning for a more capable method of storing and processing
grain, the Midwest rail line system adopted the concrete grain elevator in the 1950s and never
looked back.20 The towering skyscrapers that populate the prairies are not just vertical icons, but

15

Reyner Banham, A Concrete Atlantis: U.S. Industrial; Building and European Modern Architecture, 1900-1925 (London,

England: The MIT Press,1986), 110.

Fig. 5. This is the world’s first concrete grain elevator, known as “Peavey’s Folly”. It was an experiment by Frank Peavey and Charles Haglin.
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Laird, The American Grain Elevator: Function & Form, 43.
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Ibid.
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Ibid., 84
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Laird, The American Grain Elevator: Function & Form, 31, 39.
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David J. Wishart, Encyclopedia of the Great Plains (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2004), 83.

22

Tom Wilson, “Urban Bike: Mill City,” Journeys 3.1, August 14, 2015, https://tomwilson.com/2015/08/urban-bike-mill-city.html/.
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Adapted from < Peavey–Haglin Experimental Concrete Grain Elevator, Tom Wilson, August 14, 2015, Journeys 3.1 >
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2.2 Presence
Grain elevators possess inherent characteristics that require admiration and
contemplation. The next trait that will be discussed is similar to the previous characteristic, but
it is still entirely different; presence. The height of a grain elevator is remarkable, but what is
truly extraordinary is the innate desire to utilize that height in every avenue possible. The grain
elevator, piercing the Midwest sky, strategically marks and indicates itself in conjunction with its
surrounding conditions. What was a mechanism for storing local grain and seed, has become
a quantitative beacon that allows the surrounding population to gage time and distance.26 The
small town grain elevator will achieve immortality when viewed from gravel roads, becoming
a signal home. The view from a car windshield is not a static image.27 It is actually a moving
portrait that gradually reveals the vertical signage that is the grain elevator. This phenomenology
creates learned memories, a structural time piece that connects the community to the grain
elevator. Similar to a mile marker on the highway, the grain elevator symbolizes a nodal point
along a greater system. Rural elevators are strategically spaced out at distances that are

Fig. 6. A grain elevator, located in Brandon, NE, stationed against the empty flat landscape.

23

Adapted from < Brandon, Nebraska Concrete Grain Elevator, Gary A. Rich, January 6, 2012, Flickr

>

foot tall grain elevator disrupts that continuous datum, allowing the elevator to become a
heavy mass against a sea of emptiness.24 However, grain elevators don’t just eat up space
along the vast prairies. They also create new interstitial zones that can be experienced once
in the presence of the elevator’s enveloping form.25 These zones, appearing empty and filled
with virtually nothing, are actually havens accompanied by looming concrete forms that have
overseen the Midwest for ages. The perpendicular form of the grain elevator is accentuated by
the autonomously bare landscape, resulting in a motif that can be seen and appreciated for
miles.

Fig. 7. This grain elevator signifys a nodal point along the rail line system.
28

Adapted from < Chris Wilson, July 25, 2012, RailPictures.net
23

>

Gary A. Rich, “Nebraska Grain Elevators,” Flickr, 2012, https://www.flickr.com/photos/photographernikon/44054625691/in/
26

Laird, The American Grain Elevator: Function & Form, iv.
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William J. Brown, American Colossus: The Grain Elevator, 1843 to 1943 (Cincinnati, OH: Colossal Books, 2009), 372.
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Brown, American Colossus: The Grain Elevator, 338-339.
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Ibid., 9

28

Chris Wilson, RailPictures.net, July 25, 2012, https://www.railpictures.net/photo/406004/.

album-72157657566309858/.
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directly related to local food markets.29 Condensed areas within the Midwest, like Kansas, will

To compliment its concrete body structure, metal limbs protrude in various directions

have elevators closer in proximity. Instances where towns are generally more spread out, like

from the top of the grain elevator. These metal appendages, entirely necessary to the overall

North Dakota, elevators are farther apart.30 Grain silos are not secular entities, but are located

storage system, adhere to the crown of the silo like an ensemble of antennae. Even though the

along a linked series of nodes that connect one town to the next. The grain elevators located in

entanglement is visually chaotic, there is still respect for the numerous metal pipes and trusses.

the Midwest have become deep-seated totems that signify time, depth, and wayfinding.

This recognition is grounded in an appreciation for contrast.35 The pure form of the cylindrical silo
welcomes the rustic hardware in what appears to be perfect harmony. The visual clutter of the

2.3 Agrarian Materiality

complex metal systems uses the softness of the concrete to its advantage, creating a parts to a

The admirable qualities of grain elevators are embodied in its skin and extremities. The

whole composition. The metal veneer laminating the elevators can be found in supplementary

final attribute that will be examined is the application of the facade treatment; materiality.

structures and mechanisms that occupy the Midwestern prairies. Equipment sheds, windmills

Grain elevators display a monumental personality, not only in proportion but also in its agrarian

and tractors are made up of these

rooted materiality. Agrarian materiality, a coined phrase, relates to the appearance of the

mechanical body parts. This cohesion

grain elevator and the uniqueness of its composition. The predominant material located on

of an agrarian materiality creates

the facade is the concrete envelope with which the grain elevators are conceived. The stark

a tight-knit family that is integrated

concrete exterior, beautiful against the Midwestern sunsets, was established as a functional

and thoroughly connected with its

resolution to remedy the inconsistency of the original wooden material used in the 1860s. Dust

surrounding region. The metal additions

fires, internal pressure explosions and collapsing balloon frames were detrimental problems that

attached to grain elevators bring a

needed to be resolved. The migration to a concrete structure in the early 1900s proved to be a

nostalgic scene that is reminiscent of

beneficial and necessary change. Slip form concrete, reinforced with a rebar skeleton, became

the Midwest, its participants, and its

an essential material choice when storing grain. The material wasn’t just sturdy, it also kept the

machinery.

31

32

grain thermally protected even during the hottest summers and coldest winters. This concrete
33

envelop is functionally the finest material for grain storage, and it is also the most pertinent in
terms of aesthetics. The cold, motionless concrete correlates entirely with the harsh Midwestern
climate, making the bond between the two inseparable. The exposed concrete shows off the
honesty of the structure and the region. Much like the brutalist buildings of Modernism, the grain
elevator conveys a spiritual quality through the bareness of its materials.34 Both the Midwest and
the grain elevators that populate the towns and villages aren’t afraid to be ugly.

29

Lisa Mahar-Keplinger, Grain Elevators (New York, NY: Princeton Architectural Press, 1993), 28-29.

30

Ibid.

31

Ibid., 12

32

Laird, The American Grain Elevator: Function & Form, 84.

Fig. 8. A grain elevator located in Hemingford, NE wears the exterior metal trusses with pride.

36

Adapted from < Hemingford, Nebraska newer concrete grain elevator, Gary A. Rich, August 12, 2012, Flickr

33

Mahar-Keplinger, Grain Elevators, 72.
34 Louis I. Kahn, <Monumentality,> in Paul Zucker, ed., New Architecture and City Planning. A Symposium (New York:
Philosophical Library, 1944): 577–588

35

Mahar-Keplinger, Grain Elevators, 74.

36

Gary A. Rich, “Nebraska Grain Elevators,” Flickr, 2012, https://www.flickr.com/photos/photographernikon/21412144869/in/

album-72157657566309858/.
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United States.43 The other segment of the trail, extending west from Valentine to Chadron, was a

Chapter 3:

rail line known as the Nebkota Railway established in 1994.44 Being a sufficient railway for most of

The Cowboy Trail

its young life, the Nebkota Railway was eventually defunct and given to the NGPC in 2007.45 This
railway is now able to contribute spectacular views of the Sandhill landscape, however, budget
cuts and lack of momentum have caused the renovation to come to a halt.46 Once complete,
the addition of the remaining 102 miles to the Cowboy Trail will result in the longest rails-to-trails

3.1 Background
Midwesterners have long appreciated the importance and relevance of grain elevators
to their region. Their passion for the silo can be seen through the characteristics previously

convergence in the United States.47 The Cowboy Trail is a byproduct of the Industrial Age and
could possibly be a huge opportunity for the future of the region and the state.

mentioned and its relation to the Industrial Age. The Cowboy Recreation and Nature Trail has
not received an equivalent recognition, though it has a similar background. The Cowboy Trail
is a Nebraska Game and Parks Commission (NGPC) rails-to-trails project and is the first state

CHADRON

recreational trail established in 1993. Overshadowed by the other luxuriously publicized rails-to37

VALENTINE

trails projects within the region (the Katy Trail in Missouri and the Michkelson Trail in South Dakota),
the Cowboy Trail struggles to draw riders and excursionists.38 The Cowboy Trail, born from the
NORFOLK

Industrial Age, yearns for the same importance and purpose grain elevators possess.

The Cowboy Trail originated from two separate Nebraska railways which had a
convergence in Valentine, NE. The railway extending east from Valentine to Norfolk, was
a segment extruding off of the Chicago and Northwestern Railway established in the late

ACTIVE RAILWAY
INACTIVE NEBKOTA RAILWAY

1870s.39 This railway, known as the ‘Cowboy Line’, was abandoned in 1992 due to a loss in grain

INACTIVE CHICAGO &
NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY

shipments throughout the area.40 That next year, the obsolete railway was purchased by Rails-

NEBRASKA HIGHWAY
NEBRASKA CITY/TOWN

to-Trail Conservancy and donated to the state of Nebraska for trail development. This portion
41

of the trail has since been adapted by the NGPC for recreational use. Crushed limestone
pathways and restored bridges allow travelers to experience 219 miles of the picturesque Elkorn

Fig. 9. Map of Nebraska depicting where the Nebkota and Chicago & Northwestern Railways join together to create. the Cowboy Trail.
48

< Map of the Midwest Railways, Nathan Gradoville, May 1, 2020, Unpublished work >

River Valley.42 This portion of the Cowboy Trail alone is the third largest rails-to-trails project in the
43

Steve Frederick, “Abandoned rail line gets new life as the Cowboy Trail,” Scottsbluff Star Herald, June 7, 2017, https://www.

starherald.com/news/local_news/abandoned-rail-line-gets-new-life-as-the-cowboy-trail/article_978a6c4f-f95b-5dec-b3f4-87dac6f562be.
html.
37

resources/an-overview-of-nebraskas-cowboy-trail.
38

44

Pat Foote, “An Overview of Nebraska’s Cowboy Trail,” American Trails, December 01, 1996, https://www.americantrails.org/
Laura Stark, “Nebraska’s Cowboy Recreation and Nature Trail,” Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, October 12, 2017, https://www.

railstotrails.org/trailblog/2017/september/12/nebraskas-cowboy-recreation-and-nature-trail/.
39

Ibid.

40

“About the Cowboy Trail,” The Cowboy Trail of Nebraska, 2020, https://bikecowboytrail.com/.

41

Laura Stark, “Nebraska’s Cowboy Recreation and Nature Trail,” Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, October 12, 2017, https://www.

45

Ibid.

46

Alexander Duryea (Recreational Trails Manager and Manager of the Cowboy Trail), interviewed by Nathan Gradoville,

Nebraska Game and Parks, March 6, 2020.

railstotrails.org/trailblog/2017/september/12/nebraskas-cowboy-recreation-and-nature-trail/.
42

John Axtell, “Chadron to Rushville Nebkota Line Track Removed,” Double Q Country, October 3, 2007, http://www.

doubleqcountry.com/artman/publish/printer_9056.shtml.

47

html.
48

Ibid.
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Steve Frederick, “Abandoned rail line gets new life as the Cowboy Trail,” Scottsbluff Star Herald, June 7, 2017, https://www.
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Nathan Gradoville, “Map of the Nebraska Railways,” Unpublished work, May 1, 2020.
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GORDON

the Cowboy Trail interacts with the flat horizon of the Midwest. Instead of an upright quality, the

MERRIMAN

HAY SPRINGS

Cowboy Trail utilizes a more horizontal relationship. Rather than being seen from miles away, the

RUSHVILLE

O’NEILL

traveler can see miles ahead through an endless vanishing point. The environment enveloping
the rider is an essential asset of the Cowboy Trail.
MEADOW GROVE

Fig. 10. The Cowboy Trail runs through eight Nebraska counties. The white dots located on the map are grain elevator locations.
49

< Cowboy Trail Counties, Nathan Gradoville, May 1, 2020, Unpublished work

>

3.2 Attributes
The attributes provided by the Cowboy Recreation and Nature Trail exceed customary
expectations. Ancient industrial architecture along the trail retain an obscure contrast with
the beautiful Nebraska scenery. This phenomenon results in a truly unique environment with
simultaneous views of the past and present.50 The original railways that make up the body of
the Cowboy Trail maneuvered goods through much of the inconsistent Nebraska terrain. The
transportation of these goods was possible because of the substantial amount of bridges that
were installed during the railways’ conception. The Cowboy Trail has 221 bridges nesting within
its pathways.51 The bridges serve a functional purpose, allowing trains and travelers to cross
the landscape safely. More importantly however, the bridges provide a glimpse of the past
transporting the viewer to a forgotten industrial world. The ability to see, touch and interact with
these assorted bridges is the advantage of the Cowboy Trail that will forever be uncommon.

The backdrop to the industrial bridges is the dynamic Midwestern biome. The Cowboy
Trail migrates through eight Nebraska counties, flirting with various landscapes. From east to
west, the riders along the trail interact with the Elkhorn River wetlands, Niobrara River valleys,
Sandhill bluffs and the Pine Ridge forests.52 This diverse pallet of nature allows the travelers to be
immersed in different surroundings as they advance along the route. Similar to grain elevators,

49

Nathan Gradoville, “Cowboy Trail Counties,” Unpublished work, May 1, 2020.

50

Laura Stark, “Nebraska’s Cowboy Recreation and Nature Trail,” Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, October 12, 2017, https://www.

railstotrails.org/trailblog/2017/september/12/nebraskas-cowboy-recreation-and-nature-trail/.
51

Pat Foote, “An Overview of Nebraska’s Cowboy Trail,” American Trails, December 01, 1996, https://www.americantrails.org/

resources/an-overview-of-nebraskas-cowboy-trail.
52

Fig. 11. The Cowboy Trail is home to 221 bridges, most of which hover over rivers and streams.
53

Adapted from < Alexander Duryea, April 10, 2018, Unpublished photo

Laura Stark, “Nebraska’s Cowboy Recreation and Nature Trail,” Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, October 12, 2017, https://www.

railstotrails.org/trailblog/2017/september/12/nebraskas-cowboy-recreation-and-nature-trail/.
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Alexander Duryea, Unpublished photo, April 10, 2018.
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3.3 Design Guidelines
The Cowboy Trail, even with a unique origin story and superb natural accommodations,
does not receive the attention it deserves. Budget cuts have caused the NGPC to ration funds,
forcing bridge renovations and weed-killer to become the predominant beneficiaries.55 The
lack of local support helps to mitigate momentum of the project. In comparison, continuous
absence of regional backing will eventually occur in a dilapidated and lifeless trail. In order for
the Cowboy Trail to become the asset it was meant to be, the region needs to fully endorse the
project.56 To foster this push, this research document analyzed characteristics of a regional icon,
the grain elevator, to explore design guidelines the Cowboy Trail can utilize in order to increase
rider satisfaction and enthusiasm. Implementing the design guidelines into aspects of the trail will
bring a nostalgic essence to the project, promoting regional momentum. These characteristics
are verticality, presence and an agrarian materiality.

An addition of verticality will mimic the height of the grain elevator, allowing for a
dominating structure that can control its surrounding environment. An element of verticality will
break up the monotony of the flat prairies, becoming a monument within the horizon.

Providing a presence along the trail will replicate the grain elevator as tool for
wayfinding. Allowing devices for gaging time and depth to populate the pathways, riders will
receive visual and contextual markers.

The application of an agrarian materiality with imitate not just the grain elevator, but all
the supplementary structures and mechanisms littered throughout the prairies. A gritty material
pallet will pay homage to the harsh and ever-changing Midwestern climate.

Fig. 12. The grain elevator is nestled amonst its habitat of industrial sheds and telephone pole wire. This grain silo, located in Minden, NE,
oversees the day-to-day operations of the community.

54

Adapted from < Minden, Nebraska Concrete Grain Elevator, Gary A. Rich, January 1, 2012, Flickr

>
55

54

Gary A. Rich, “Nebraska Grain Elevators,” Flickr, 2012, https://www.flickr.com/photos/photographernikon/21412144869/in/

56

album-72157657566309858/.
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Alexander Duryea (Recreational Trails Manager and Manager of the Cowboy Trail), interviewed by Nathan Gradoville,

Nebraska Game and Parks, March 6, 2020.
Ibid.
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Chapter 4:
The Master Plan

4.1 The Installations
The grain elevator undoubtedly has characteristics that authenticate it as a regional
icon. Verticality, presence, and an agrarian materiality are the main factors that have been
dissected in this research document. The Interjection of these attributes into the Cowboy Trail
will increase trail energy and momentum. The vehicle in which I applied these characteristics is
through architectural structures. These pavilions, embodying the essence of the grain elevator,
accommodate both the needs of the trail and the wants of its riders. Shelter is an element of
the Cowboy Trail that is currently non-existent.57 Adding follies along the trail that shield travelers
from the harsh Nebraska climate is pertinent for retaining ridership. The Cowboy Trail is known for
its connection to nature. The trail touches many different Nebraska landscapes, all with unique
traits. The installations injected into the system respond to the different landscape zones. Natural
elements, views, and plant materials have all been considered while designing the structures.

The various designed installations have different uses and traits, but they all possess a
general cohesion. This unity is critical to the longevity of the Cowboy Trail. Understanding the
needs and the wants of the riders are important. However, adhering to the design guidelines
mentioned in this document will give the Cowboy Trail a project with cohesion that is regionally
respected. The installments have been split into categories that will be laid out in detail during
the remainder of this research document.

Fig. 13. Initial form sketches of the installations along the Cowboy Trail. These studies focused on concieving a cohesive set.
58

< Initial Form Sketches for Installations Along the Cowboy Trail, Nathan Gradoville, April 20, 2020, Unpublished work >
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Ibid.
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Nathan Gradoville, “Initial Form Sketches for Installations Along the Cowboy Trail,” Unpublished work, April 20, 2020.
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TOWER
Fig. 14. A perspective of the Tower during twilight. The railings on the Tower turn on and serve as a beacon at sunset.
59

< The Tower During Twilight, Nathan Gradoville, April 28, 2020, Unpublished work >

59

Nathan Gradoville, “The Tower During Twilight,” Unpublished work, April 28, 2020.
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4.2 The Tower
The first installment along the Cowboy Trail that will be discussed is the Tower. This
structure relates directly to grain silos, because of its proportions. Similar to the grain elevator, the
Tower sits at one hundred feet tall and can be seen by riders along the trail from miles away. Its
colossal height instantly makes the Tower the predominant visual marker along the cumbersome
pathways of the Cowboy Trail. Against the flat Midwestern landscape, this structure helps riders
maneuver the limestone routes with ease. The implementation of the Tower will also grant riders
the opportunity to experience the space around them through a different perspective. Travelers
now have the ability to climb upward instead of the constant horizontal movement of the trail.
The vertical migration offers views of the trail, landscape and horizon unseen anywhere else.
Atop the structure, travelers can also strategize the remaining trail ahead of them through a
bird’s eye view. The Tower is a multi-purpose tool utilized as a beacon, a time piece and an
experiential lift.

Tower

Core

Stairs

Supports

Platform

Roof

Fig. 15. This exploded isometric drawing shows the different parts that make up the Tower system.

Fig. 16. This isometric drawing gives a close-up of the Tower system and its geometries.

< Exploded Isometric Drawing: Tower, Nathan Gradoville, May 4, 2020, Unpublished work

< Isometric Drawing: Tower, Nathan Gradoville, May 4, 2020, Unpublished work
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Nathan Gradoville, “Exploded Isometric Drawing: Tower,” Unpublished work, May 4, 2020.
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Nathan Gradoville, “Isometric Drawing: Tower,” Unpublished work, May 4, 2020.
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Fig. 18. These images illustrate the floor plans that make up the Tower. The ground floor has small amenity spaces (including a bathroom
Fig. 17. This elevation illustrates the verticality of the Tower, rivaling the grain elevator at one hundred feet tall.
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< Rendered Elevation: Tower, Nathan Gradoville, April 28, 2020, Unpublished work >
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Nathan Gradoville, “Rendered Elevation: Tower,” Unpublished work, April 28, 2020.
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and information station), while the view deck has an expansive platform allowing visuals in all directions.
63

< Tower Floor Plans, Nathan Gradoville, April 28, 2020, Unpublished work >
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Nathan Gradoville, “Tower Floor Plans,” Unpublished work, April 28, 2020.
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SENTRY
Fig. 19. This perspective illustrates the many uses of the Sentry. The Sentry becomes a beacon providing shelter for riders during a storm.
64

< The Sentry During a Storm, Nathan Gradoville, April 28, 2020, Unpublished work >

64

Nathan Gradoville, “The Sentry During a Storm,” Unpublished work, April 28, 2020.
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4.3 Sentry
The second installment along the Cowboy Trail that will be discussed is the Sentry. This
structure relates to grain silos primarily through its agrarian materiality. The Sentry has visual
characteristics that are reminiscent of Midwestern culture. Corten steel that can be seen atop
grain elevators and water towers is found covering the facade of this modern lookout shed. The
corten steel envelope acts as an organic skin deteriorating and discoloring over time, much
like the rusting mechanisms occupying the Midwestern countryside. The concrete platform of
the Sentry allows riders to view the bluffs of the Sandhills and the valleys of the Elkorn River from
the safety of the trail. The concrete floor is also nostalgic of the slip form concrete that is used to
create the grain silos. The cracks along the grain elevator exterior have been imitated in large
holes straddling the iinterior concrete platform. These voids allow for plant material to grow into
the space. The Sentry provides shelter from the elements in a territory that is lacking protection.
The inconsistent weather that oxidizes the steel envelope can also be harmful to the travelers
aboard the Cowboy Trail. The Sentry is a functional shelter that accentuates its surrounding
environment.

Sentry

Platform
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Shield

Supports

Roof

Fig. 20. This exploded isometric drawing shows the different parts that make up the Sentry system.

Fig. 21. This isometric drawing gives a close-up of the Sentry system and its geometries.

< Exploded Isometric Drawing: Sentry, Nathan Gradoville, May 4, 2020, Unpublished work

< Isometric Drawing: Sentry, Nathan Gradoville, May 4, 2020, Unpublished work
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Nathan Gradoville, “Exploded Isometric Drawing: Sentry,” Unpublished work, May 4, 2020.
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Nathan Gradoville, “Isometric Drawing: Sentry,” Unpublished work, May 4, 2020.
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Rusted Corten Steel

Fig. 22. The elevation and plan illustrate how plant material cover the entrance sequence, blurring the threshold boundary. The Sentry

Fig. 23. These elevation drawings show the Sentry as an aging time piece, much like grain elevators. The agrarian materiality that covers

is a shelter used as a tool for viewing nature, and it is also a hub accompanied with amenity spaces (bathroom, water and information

the Sentry will show the passage of time throughout the years, both through patina and plant life.

station).

< Sentry Aging Process, Nathan Gradoville, April 28, 2020, Unpublished work >
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Nathan Gradoville, “Rendered Elevation and Plan: Sentry,” Unpublished work, April 28, 2020.
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Nathan Gradoville, “Sentry Aging Process,” Unpublished work, April 28, 2020.
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DOCK
Fig. 24. This perspective illustrates how the Dock looks during the sunet. The railing lights bounce off the water creating a beacon of light.
69

< The Dock at Sunset, Nathan Gradoville, April 28, 2020, Unpublished work >

69

Nathan Gradoville, “The Dock at Sunset,” Unpublished work, April 28, 2020.
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4.4 Dock
The third and final installment along the Cowboy Trail that will be discussed is the
Dock. The design of this structure achieves a similar presence to the grain elevator. The Dock
is a contextual marker with overshadowing functional aspects. The material choice, though
aesthetically associated with the other installments mentioned, was elected for a certain
purpose. As the Dock rests against the bank, the concrete underbelly has constant contact
with the water. Over long periods of time, algae and other barnacles begin to fester on the
material. The change in tide will then expose the areas of the Dock that have been submerged
the longest. This strategic marriage between nature and material can be used as a tool to help
gage water levels and flooding. The geometry of the Dock also provides recreational purposes.
The form of the Dock appears to float along the water like a skiff, allowing fishing and swimming
to become effortless. The LED integrated railing causes dim light to bounce off the water,
illuminating the Dock like a lantern. The functional Dock has modest design qualities that can
promote a smarter Cowboy Trail.

Dock

Platform

Shield

Seat

Fig. 25. This exploded isometric drawing shows the different parts that make up the Dock system.

Fig. 26. This isometric drawing gives a close-up of the Dock system and its geometries.

< Exploded Isometric Drawing: Dock, Nathan Gradoville, May 4, 2020, Unpublished work

< Isometric Drawing: Dock, Nathan Gradoville, May 4, 2020, Unpublished work
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Nathan Gradoville, “Exploded Isometric Drawing: Dock,” Unpublished work, May 4, 2020.
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Nathan Gradoville, “Isometric Drawing: Dock,” Unpublished work, May 4, 2020.
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High Tide
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Elevation

Low Tide

INFO

Plan

Fig. 27. The elevation and plan illustrate the simplistic form of the dock. Much like the grain elevator, the elegant form is accentuated by
the concrete and metal material. The Dock design is complete with information stations detailing the plants and wildlife that surround it.
72

< Rendered Elevation and Plan: Dock, Nathan Gradoville, April 28, 2020, Unpublished work >

Fig. 28. These elevation drawings show the Dock as a presence within the landscape. As the tide changes from high to low, algae will
begin to appear in places where there is the greatest amount of liquid contact. This becomes a contextual marker along the trail.
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< Dock Aging Process, Nathan Gradoville, April 28, 2020, Unpublished work >
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Nathan Gradoville, “Rendered Elevation and Plan: Dock,” Unpublished work, April 28, 2020.
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Nathan Gradoville, “Dock Aging Process,” Unpublished work, April 28, 2020.
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Chapter 5:
Conclusion

This research document has analyzed the grain elevator, as a precedent, in order to
explore ways the Cowboy Trail can increase rider satisfaction and enthusiasm. The Cowboy
Recreation and Nature Trail has an abundance of amenities that would benefit not just
Nebraska but the entire Midwest. The multi-purpose trail possesses ancient bridges from the
Industrial Age and spectacular views of the dynamic Nebraska landscape. However, even
with these great features, the trail is underappreciated. The trail is not only underutilized, but it is
also struggling.74 Budget cuts, floods and a lack of regional momentum has caused the trail to
become a lifeless shell of what it was envisioned to be. The Cowboy Trail is yearning for a spark
to boost the local energy and spirit.

The grain elevator is a respected regional symbol, because of its origins and history.
Midwesterners correlate grain silos with economic success and technological advancement.
The concrete grain silos possess inherent qualities that demand regional respect. These
characteristics are verticality, presence, and an agrarian materiality. The ability to harness
these attributes will result in a project respected by the state and the Midwest. The architectural
installments described in this research document use these grain elevator traits to provide the
Cowboy Trail with spaces to be appreciated. The design guidelines highlighted in this text, if
implemented, will result in a cohesive project unwavering with support.

Fig. 29. A grain elevator, located in Motala, NE, parallels a Midwestern highway.

74

Adapted from < Motala, Nebraska Concrete Grain Elevator, Gary A. Rich, January 1, 2012, Flickr

74
74

Ibid.

Gary A. Rich, “Nebraska Grain Elevators,” Flickr, 2012, https://www.flickr.com/photos/photographernikon/21412144869/in/

album-72157657566309858/.
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Appendices
A. Fall Semester Supplementary Images

Fig. 30 (Sketch 1 of 6) A drawing made to understand how Nebraskan grain elevators stretch over the
landscape.

Fig. 32 (Sketch 3 of 6) A drawing made to understand how Nebraskan grain elevators stretch over the landscape.

Fig. 31 (Sketch 2 of 6) A drawing made to understand how Nebraskan grain elevators stretch over the
landscape.

Fig. 33 (Sketch 4 of 6) A drawing made to understand how Nebraskan grain
elevators stretch over the landscape.
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Fig. 36 (Taxonomy 1 of 3) Grain elevators located in various Nebraskan towns with a population of 500 or
less.

Fig. 34 (Sketch 5 of 6) A drawing made to understand the
geometries of Nebraskan grain elevators.

Fig. 37 (Taxonomy 2 of 3) Grain elevators located in various Nebraskan towns with a population of 500 to
1000.

Fig. 38 (Taxonomy 3 of 3) Grain elevators located in various Nebraskan towns with a population of 1000 to
3000.
Fig. 35 (Sketch 6 of 6) A drawing made to understand the geometries of Nebraskan grain elevators.
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Fig. 39 (Collage 1 of 6) An attempt to stitch together midwest grain elevators and the landscape around
them.

Fig. 41 (Collage 3 of 6) An attempt to stitch together midwest grain elevators and the landscape around
them.

Fig. 40 (Collage 2 of 6) An attempt to stitch together midwest grain elevators and the landscape around
them.
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Fig. 42 (Collage 4 of 6) An attempt to stitch together midwest grain elevators and the landscape around
them.
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Fig. 43 (Collage 5 of 6) An attempt to stitch together midwest grain elevators and the landscape around
them.

Fig. 45 A section of a grain elevator created in an attempt to understand its interior form and system.
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Fig. 44 (Collage 6 of 6) An attempt to stitch together midwest grain elevators and the landscape around
them.
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- Hay Springs is a 20 minute driving from
Squaw Tit Butte, a famous NE landform.
- Hay Springs is on the edge of the
Sandhills, giving the city a unique
surrounding landscape

Fig. 46 (Map 1 of 6) A figure ground study of Hay Springs, NE focusing on the local grain elevator along the
Cowboy Trail.
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Fig. 48 (Map 3 of 6) A figure ground study of Gordon, NE focusing on the local grain elevators along the
Cowboy Trail.
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Fig. 50 (Map 5 of 6) A figure ground study of O’Neill, NE focusing on the local grain elevators along the
Cowboy Trail
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Fig. 54 (Iteration 3 of 6) A formal study of the grain elevators located in Gordon, NE focusing on adaptive
reuse.
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Fig. 58 A perspective view of the adapted grain elevator located in Meadow Grove, NE.
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B. Spring Semester Supplementary Images
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This diagram illustrates how the program will be separated
into the various grain elevators around the complex. Each
color represents a different program and space.
The
programs have been carefully selected to benefit the Cowboy
Trail and the city of Gordon.
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Fig. 59 A mapping study focusing on the programmatic breakdown of the grain elevators located in
Gordon, NE.

Cowboy Trail Museum

Stables & Bike Shop

Vertical Circulation

PROGRAMMATIC VOLUMES
The voids within the silos are generated by subtracting a
programmatic volume within. These volumes begin to wrap and
nestle together much like organs in the human body. Because
the volume is carved out of an existing material, the project
is able to be shaped in many different ways.

Fig. 60 An axonometric drawing focusing on applied programmatic volumes within a grain elevator
located in Gordon, NE. These volumes became spaces within the elevator after they were subtracted from
the interior form of the silos.
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Fig. 61 This section illustrates how the interior spaces function within the adapted grain elevator located in
Gordon, NE after the programmtic volumes were subtracted from the interior form of the silos.
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Fig. 62 (POI Map 1 of 4) Studying Points of Interests along the Cowboy Trail where installments would benefit
the most.

Fig. 64 (POI Map 3 of 4) Studying Points of Interests along the Cowboy Trail where installments would benefit
the most.
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Mile Marker 111
Add a Tower on the southern side of the trail. The
Tower should face northeast, because of the view
towards the Elkorn River. Within the Tower; provide
information about local plants, avian wildlife,
Cedar Creek, Oakdale City park, and Elkorn River.

Mile Marker 267
Add a Tower on the southeastern side of
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provide information about the local plants
and fishing.

Mile Marker 275
Add a Tower on the southern side of the trail.
The Tower should face northwest, because
of the Minnechaduza Creek view. Within the
Tower; provide information about local plants,
wildlife, and the Minnechaduza Creek Valley.

the trail/bridge. The Tower should face
north, because of the view to Borman
Bridge Wildlife Management Area. Within
the Tower; provide information about
the historic bridge, avian wildlife, and
the Niobrara River. Add a Sentry on the
northwestern side of the trail/bridge. The
Sentry should face south, because of the
view to the Niobrara River. Within the Sentry;
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Mile Marker 112
Add a Dock on northeastern side of the bridge. This
orientation will allow for the best views towards the Elkorn
River valley. Within the Dock; provide information about the
adjacent bridge, Elkorn River, and local fishing.
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Fig. 63 (POI Map 2 of 4) Studying Points of Interests along the Cowboy Trail where installments would benefit
the most.

Fig. 65 (POI Map 4 of 4) Studying Points of Interests along the Cowboy Trail where installments would benefit
the most.
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